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To travel is to live
LESSON 1

What is the longest journey you have ever made on

VOCABULARY

business?

Do you ever take a trip in a company car?
Would you like to go on a voyage into space?
What part of travelling do you enjoy most?
Do you remember an enjoyable excursion at school?
What kind of views have you had from hotel rooms?

JOURNEY			TRIP
viaje / travesía			

viaje (corto)

VOYAGE			TRAVEL
viaje (epico..)			viajar

EXCURSION			VIEW

- What would be your ideal view?
Do people get to see the sights when they are on business?

excursión			vista

How much is the train fare to your capital city?

SIGHT				FARE

What sort of tickets do you show your company to justify

vista				tarifa (bus..)

your expenses?
Does your company pay any fees for software licences?
Have you ever missed a meeting due to forgetfulness?
What would you do if you lost your company phone?
Do you stay in the room after a meeting for small talk?
Do employees book their own hotels when travelling on
businss?

TICKET 			FEE
billete / entrada			

MISS				LOSE
perder (avión..)			

quedarse / hospedarse		

CATCH UP WITH		

PICK UP		

DROP OFF

ponerse al día			

recoger a alg.		

dejar a alg.

KEEP UP WITH		

GO AWAY		

SET OFF/OUT

mantenerse con			

irse (vacaciones..)

empezar (un viaje)

		CHECK IN 		

despegar (avión / negocio)

CHECK OUT

registrar entrada (hotel) dejar habitación / verificar

If you miss a meeting, how do you catch up with your colleagues?
When was the last time you dropped a customer off at the airport?
Who picks clients up from airports and train stations?
How do you keep up with the latest technology in your field?
How easy is it to disconnect from work when you go away?
Are you keen on setting off early when you go on a long journey?
How many planes do you think take off from your local airport a day?
What documentation do you have to show when you check in at a hotel?
What time do you have to check out of a hotel?
Are you keen on checking out the new Iphones?
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perder (llaves..)

STAY				BOOK

PHRASAL VERBS

TAKE OFF

entrada (precio)

reservar

VOCABULARY
COMMUTE			PLATFORM
viajar diariamente al trabajo

andén

LUGGAGE / BAGGAGE

GATE

What percentage of your staff commute to work?
Where do you stand to wait for a train?
How much hand luggage can you take on a plane?
- Does that include your laptop?
How long before the flight do you have to be at the

equipaje			puerta embarque
		

gate?

hora punto			tripulación

to work?

RUSH HOUR			CREW

ESCALATOR			BOARD
escalera mecánica		

embarcarse

SUITCASE		

WING

maleta				ala

What are the different members of the crew on a plane?
In which places can you find escalators?
What can’t you board a plane with?
Has an airline ever lost your suitcase?
Do you prefer a wing or an aisle seat?

AISLE				METER
pasillo (avión..)			contador

ACCOMMODATION		

Do you ever get caught in rush hour traffic on your way

(UN)FASTEN

alojamiento			(des)abrochar

Where do you put money when you park in a blue area?
How good is the accommodation your company
provides when you are away on business?
When can you unfasten your safety belt in a plane?

WORD FORMATION
VERB

NOUN

ADJECTIVE

ADVERB

(re)arrange

arrangement

arrive

arrival

widen

width

wide

widely

differ

difference

different

differently

inhabit

inhabitant

(un)inhabitable

recognise

recognition

(un)recognisable

world

worldwide

arranging

Which important arrangements do you have this week?
What is the first thing you do on arrivial at work?			
How well has your company widened its customer network?					
Are your companies products widely available online (Amazon..)?
How do your company's products differ from your competitors'?
Is your company's activity popular with the local inhabitants ?
How recognisable is your company's brand and is it coherent with the product/service?
Has your company experienced worldwide success? Why?
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Collocations and phrases
Afraid of doing something		
miedo de hacer algo
In advance				por adelantado
Off the top of your head		
sin pensar mucho
Go sightseeing			hacer turismo
Go on holiday			
irse de vacaciones
To be on your way			
estar de camino
Keen to do sth.			
tener ganas de hacer algo
Dream about doing sth. 		
soñar con hacer algo
What are you afraid of doing at work?
Is it cheaper to book a flight a long time in advance?
Off the top of your head, how has your company's products evolved?
Do you ever get the chance to go sightseeing when travelling on business?
Do you always manage to go on holiday when you want to?
What are you most keen to do in your daily work routing?
Do you ever dream about working in a tech company like Google or Apple?
What do you listen to on your way to work?

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
AT DAWN			
al amanecer			

AT SUNSET
al atardecer

BY FAR 			
con diferencia		

BY MEANS OF
por medio de

FOR SALE			
en venta			

FOR HIRE
en alquiler

IN TIME			
ON TIME
a tiempo			puntual
Do you ever get to the office at or before dawn?
Do you ever get back from work before sunset?
What time of the year is your company busiest by far?
By what means does your company generate sales leads?
Are your company's products on sale on the website?
Does you company have any products that are also for hire?
Do your suppliers always meet the deadlines in time?
What happens if you don't get to work on time?
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MEETINGS:
Let’s stop wasting time and get on with it!
Did you know you can download a clock from the internet to calculate the cost of your meetings? All you need
to do is type in the number of attendees at the meeting and their average hourly wage, and start the clock. As the
seconds tick away and you see how much those seconds are costing your company, you’ll start to appreciate what a
terrible waste of time – and money – most meetings are.
So what can you do? Firstly, make sure everyone arrives on time. No excuses. If five people at a meeting are sitting
around waiting for a sixth person to turn up, just think how much money you are throwing away. Secondly, get
most of the work done before the meeting. That means sending round detailed agendas, with clear instructions for
all participants telling them what they need to do to prepare for the meeting. Again, accept no excuses if someone
fails to prepare properly. That means the meeting itself can focus on problem-solving and decision-making rather
than wasting time explaining the problem that needs to be solved or the decision that needs to be made. Thirdly,
stick to the agenda. Don’t let anyone hijack the meeting by chatting about something irrelevant. If they want to
talk about those things, let them call their own meeting. Don’t let them take over yours. Fourthly, set a time limit
and stick to it. There’s nothing worse than a meeting that goes round and round in circles with no decisions ever
being finalised. A time limit can be a great way to focus everyone’s minds on the purpose of the meeting and the
need to achieve something concrete … and then to go back to work and start implementing the decisions.
Of course small talk has its place, but that place is not a meeting.
What is your opinion of the meetings where you work?
How could your meetings be improved?
Do you think there should be some small talk before a meeting?
How should latecomers be treated?
What is advantages/disadvantages of online meetings versus face to face?
Do you look forward to meetings or do you secretly dread them?
What different types of meetings are undertaken in your workplace?
What protocol do you follow to schedule a meeting?
In which ways is time wasted during meetings?
Useful phrases:
• make a start without them = start the meeting even though they aren’t here
• a lot to get through = many things to deal with
• see where we are = assess our position / progress
• work out what we still need to do = calculate / plan our next actions
• tie up any remaining loose ends = resolve any remaining small problems
• sent round = distributed to everybody
• stick to the agenda = follow the agenda, avoid unscheduled discussions
• set aside = allocated
• run over = take longer than planned
• cover everything = discuss all the points
• get the ball rolling = start the meeting properly
• going through the list of action points = discussing the action points one by one
• look into = investigate
• came up = were mentioned
• found out = learned, discovered
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
ACCOMPANIED BY SB.		

(PUT THE) BLAME ON		

CONSIST OF

acompañado por 			

culpar a alguien				

consistir en / componerse de

DATE BACK TO			

(PUT) EFFORT INTO STH.		

FAMILIAR WITH

datar de / remontarse a 		

esforzarse				

familiarizado

HEAR ABOUT				HEAR FROM				HEAR OF
enterarse de				tener noticias de				saber de

(MAKE AN) IMPRESSION ON SB. NAME AFTER (SB.)			

LONG FOR 			

causarle una buena impresión a 		

ponerle el nombre de alguien		

ansiar / desear

MEAN TO (DO STH.)			

OBJECT TO (DOING STH.)		

(TAKE) PRIDE IN (STH.)

tener la intención			oponerse a				enorgullecerse

Are your emails accompanied by anti virus verifications?

When does your company date back to?

Do you ever put the blame on other people for your mistakes?

What does your job consist of?

How can you make a good impression on your boss?

Do you long for more free time?

Is your company named after its service in any way?

What have you been meaning to do recently?

How much effort do you put into getting things done on time? Do you ever object to carrying out a task?
How familiar are you with your competitors products?
Have you heard about any novelties in your company recently?
Do you hear from your superiors via email or Whatsapp?
Have you heard of the word "procrastination"?
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Why is it important to take pride in your work?

VOCABULARY

Does your company operate abroad?
How can potential customers broaden their knowledge

ABROAD			BROADEN

of your products?

en el extranjero			

How do you deal with a cross customer?

ampliar

CROSS			LEAD TO
cruzar/enfadado		

llevar a

SAIL				CUSTOMS
navegar/vela			aduana

GO ACROSS			

GAP YEAR

ir através de 			

año sabático

What can price wars lead to?
How plain saling (easy) is your job?
Are you products ever held up by customs?
How do your products go across borders? By plane?
What do people generally do during a gap year?
What kind of facilities would you like to see in your
company?

FACILITIES 			AMENITIES

What sort of amenities does your town have?

instalaciones			servicios

Do you know the Incoterm CIF (cost, insurance and

INSURANCE			TOUR

freight)?

seguro (viaje..)			visita/recorrido

DISCOVER			EXPLORE
decubrir				explorar

Who gives new employees a tour of the company?
What have you discovered in yourself since you have
been working at your company?
Is your company exploring new businesses?

Company Culture: Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
1. I like taking time to have a chat with colleagues even if this means spending more time at work.
2. It's nice when people at work celebrate birthdays or special occasions.
3. I prefer people to fix a time to meet me rather than come to my office or my desk at any time.
4. I don't like working in an open space with everyone's desk in the same area. I work better in an office of my
own.
5. I like to put photos and personal objects in my workspace.
6. If I disagree with my boss, I can tell him/her.
7. I prefer to receive a formal report about my work, not just casual comments.
8. When my boss gives me something to do I like to get detailed instructions that I can follow.
9. It's important for me to feel I am involved in the decision-making process at work.
10. A company should have standard procedures and policies that everyone must follow, not ones which change
with people's situations or personalities.
11. A company must keep up with the times.
12 I need to take on challenges to make my job interesting.
13. When planning a strategy, it is useful to look at what has worked well in the past.
14. A company should be proud of its traditions.
15 Finally, which of these proverbs do you prefer?
a) Better safe than sorry.
b) Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
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Case Study: Hongdou

The Chinese characters which spell out the name Hongdou literally mean "red bean2. Hongdou makes

most Chinese people think of a popular poem by the Tang Dynasty poet, Wang Wei, called Xiang Si or Lovesickness. In the poem, Hongdou is a symbol of love and affection. However, for consumers in China today, the word
Hongdou also has other associations. lt is also the name of one of the most respected clothing brands in China.
Their main products are suits, shirts, jackets, underwear and children's clothes.
In 1994, the government named Hongdou as one of China's top ten famous brands and in 2004, the company
won a national award. The current chairman of Hongdou Group is Mr Zhou Haijiang. The company began in the
Communist era when Zhou's grandfather set up a cotton mill in 1957. After a few months, the local communist
officials forced him to join together with two other similar operations to create a state-owned collective. Mr Zhou
died seven years later from breathing in cotton dust, but in 1983, his son, Zhou Yaoting, took over the operation
of the company. This was a period of economic growth and the company began to expand.
The current chairman, Zhou Haijiang, is the third generation son. He gave up his job as a lecturer at Hobai
University to join the business in 1987. The company gradually became privatised. In 1992, the Zhou family and
others gained more than 50 per cent ownership of the company. Zhou Yaoting's position as a member of the national congress helped with this process because he could stay friendly with local government authorities.
In 2004, the government sold its last shares in Hongdou and in that same year, Zhou Haijiang took over the position of chairman. Hongdou's clothing usually attracts the middle-aged market but now they are trying to create
clothes which appeal to the younger consumer. They have used the pop star Jeff Chang in some of their advertisements to give the company a younger image. The company has a number of clothing chains outside China as its
customers, and hopes to expand its overseas market further. Mr Zhou's ambition is to make Hongdou one of the
world's top clothing brands.

1. How do Chinese companies differ from your country's?
2. Would you like to have the opportunity to work in a completely different culture?
3. Why do you think Chinese companies have grown so much over the last two decades?
4. Are you aware of any online platforms to put western companies and consumers into contact with Chinese suppliers?
5. What experience does your company have with China and Chinese businesses?
6. What is your opinion on the pronunciation of eastern brand names like Huawei or Hyundai?
7. Do you think it's necessary to learn Chinese to have a competitive advantage?
8. Are Chinese suppliers a threat to your company?
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Grammar: I wish / If only
Wishes about the present, past and future

•

Wish / if only + had (+ past participle)= regrets about the past.
Eg. I wish I hadn't given up my old job.(past)

•

Wish / if only + past simple= change a present situation.
Eg. I wish I knew how to speak Chinese (now).

•

Wish / if only + would = change a future situation (something that implies annoyance)
Eg. I wish our component supplier would respect the deadlines more often.

Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the verb:
1. I wish the CEO .................................... (be/not) so adamant about his decision to leave.
2. I wish Human Resources .................................... (not/decide) to go ahead with the weekend training courses.
3. If only we .................................... (have) the financial resources to launch both products simultaneously.
4. I wish I .................................... (not/tell) the operations manager about my lateness.
5. I wish quality control .................................... (be) more lenient sometimes.
6. If only we .................................... (not/buy) an HP printer. The cartridges are so expensive.
7. I wish the receptionist .............................. (put) calls through when I'm in a meeting, it's so annoying
8. If only we .................................... (find) accommodation in the centre. We wouldn't have to walk so far.
9. I wish I .................................... (can) speak Portuguese. I would be relocated to Brazil
10. If only my colleague .................................... (stop) biting his nails at his desk
What would you say? Use I wish / If only
1. You'd like your boss to notice how hard you work on the tasks set.
.............................................................................................................................................
2. It's a pity you didn't get promoted last month.
.............................................................................................................................................
3. You don't like it when your colleague borrows your things without asking.
.............................................................................................................................................
4. You have to work tomorrow but you'd like to stay in bed.
.............................................................................................................................................
5. You would like people to stop smoking in the vicinity of the offices.
.............................................................................................................................................
6. You're sorry you didn't bring your laptop to the meeting.
.............................................................................................................................................
7. It's a pity you don't have access to the intranet.
.............................................................................................................................................
8. You're sorry you didn't get an earlier flight home.
.............................................................................................................................................
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LISTENING 1: A phone call from a customer
Listen to the phone call from a customer. Before listening do the preparation task:
Match the definitions (a–h) with the vocabulary (1–8).
1. …… an exception
2. …… payment terms
3. …… an invoice
4. …… an extension
5. …… delivery confirmation
6. …… cash flow
7. …… a regulation
8. …… to appreciate

a. proof that a delivery has been made
b. the conditions of when a customer should make
payment
c. when more time is allowed for something
d. an official or organisational rule
e. a document which shows how much a customer has to
pay, for what and by when
f. when something doesn’t follow the usual rule
g. to show someone you are grateful for something they
have done
h. the timing and amount of money coming in and going
out of a company

Listen to the phone call from a customer:
Are the sentences true or false?
1. The delivery hasn’t arrived yet.
2. Andrea is having cash flow issues and needs a payment extension.
3. Andrea usually asks for an extension of the payment terms.
4. Andrea has a new order to place, even bigger than the last one.
5. Junko can extend the payment terms on the last order to 60 days.
6. Junko will send Andrea an email confirmation.
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AUDIO TRANSCRIPTION
Junko: Hello, Junko Mori speaking. How can I help you?
Andrea: Hi, Junko, it’s Andrea here from Red Band. I’m calling about our latest order.
Junko: Everything arrived OK, right? We got the delivery confirmation at our end.
Andrea: Yes, everything’s fine with the order. I’m calling about the invoice and the payment terms. I need a
favour.
Junko: A favour? What do you need?
Andrea: This is a little, er ... difficult, but I need an extension on the payment terms. I know they’re usually 30
days, but we’re having some cash flow problems. You’d really be helping us out if you could extend it to 60 days.
Junko: I’m not sure if I can do that, Andrea. We’ve got regulations at our end, and also have to manage our own
cash flow.
Andrea: I promise this won’t become the norm, Junko. Actually, I also want to place another new order. The
same size order as last time. It’s for an important customer and they pay on delivery.
Junko: I see. So your cash flow problem will be solved after this new order is delivered.
Andrea: Exactly.
Junko: That sounds good. Hold on, Andrea. Let me see what I can do. Yes, I think we can make an exception
this time.
Andrea: That’s great, Junko. I appreciate your help.
Junko: And we appreciate your business, Andrea. It works both ways.
Andrea: Thanks again, Junko. Can you send me a quick email confirmation of the payment terms extension?
Junko: Sure, no problem. We’re happy to help you.
Andrea: Great. And I’ll email you the new order.
Junko: Thanks. I’ll keep an eye out for it. Talk to you soon.
Andrea: You too. Goodbye.

What sort of favours do your clients ask you to do?
Do you ever say "no" to your clients' requests to bend the rules?
Do you have to ask your boss for permission first?
- Why?
Do your clients return the favours?
- How?
Have you ever made a mistake by doing this?
- What happened?
Has the pandemic made your company more flexible?
- In what ways?
Do any clients try to take advantage of you or your position to 'gain a favour'?
What sort of 'favour' could put your job on the line?
Do you ever ask your customers to do you a favour?
- what sort of favours?
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People and personality
LESSON 2

VOCABULARY

Do you ever go out and socialise with your colleagues?
Do you always sit next to the same classmates?
Why do people have partners in business?
What are the advantages of having flatmates?

COLLEAGUES			CLASSMATES
compañeros (trabajo)		

compañeros (clase)

Do you made acquaintances with people from other

PARTNER			FLATMATE

companies?

socio / pareja (persona)		

compañero (piso)

Does it matter if you are a couple of minutes late?

ACQUAINTANCE		

COUPLE

conocido			

una pareja / par

Are you on good terms with your company's
neighbours ?
Do you use a Customer Relationship Management program (CRM) for your client portfolio ?
What is the business idea of a franchise?
What is a joint venture?
What are the pros and cons of family businesses?
What is a board meeting?

NEIGHBOUR			PORTFOLIO
vecino				cartera

FRANCHISE			VENTURE
franquicia			empresa/aventura

FAMILY BUSINESS		

BOARD

empresa familiar		

consejo/junta

Is your company mainly B2B or B2C (client)?

B2B				SHAREHOLDER

Do you know how many shareholders your company has?

business to business		

PHRASAL VERBS
GET ON WITH

FALL OUT WITH

MAKE UP

llevarse bien con		

pelearse con		

reconciliarse/inventar

GROW UP			

LOOK UP TO 		

LOOK DOWN ON

crecer (pers.)			admirar			menospreciar

TO BE TAKEN ABACK

SETTLE DOWN

BRING UP

sorprendido			sentar la cabeza		criar

Do you get on with ALL your colleagues?
Have you ever fallen out with your superior?
How long does it take you to make up with someone?
Do you make up excuses for being late to meetings?
Did you think you would grow up to be working in a company like yours?
Is there anyone in your company you really look up to?
Why do people look down on other people?
Would you be taken aback if you were offered promotion?
- What about redundancy?
Have you settled down close to your place of work or do you see yourself moving?
Were you brought up in a large family? How has that made a difference in your life?
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accionista

VOCABULARY

How kind are the people you work with?
What is the most unpleasant part of your job?

KIND				(UN)PLEASANT

Why is it important to be thoughtful at work?

amable				(des)agradable

Do you think HR make thoughless decisions?

THOUGHTFUL			THOUGHTLESS
considerado			desconsiderado		

How can companies be more trustworthy in the market?
How reliable are your company's products?

TRUSTWORTHY		 RELIABLE

Does your company organise social events?

de confianza			fiable

How can shyness prevent you from growing in a com-

SOCIABLE			SHY

pany?
Can you remember an awkward situation with a collea-

sociable				tímido

gue or customer?

AWKWARD			FOOLISH
incómodo / embarazoso		

Do you ever make foolish mistakes at work?

estúpido (adj)

- What are the repercussions?

APPALLING			LOUSY

What constitutes an appalling customer service?

espantoso			pésimo

Does lousy weather affect your company's service?

RECKLESS			BOAST

Why do some people drive recklessly during rush hour?

imprudente			presumir

What do you think about people who boast at work?

WORD FORMATION
VERB
enable
achieve
befriend

NOUN

ADJECTIVE

ADVERB

(dis)ability
(in)ability
achievement
achiever
friend
friendship
kindness

(un)able
disabled
achievable

(un)kind

kindly

politeness

(im)polite

(im)politely

honesty

honest

honestly

friendly

What does an intranet enable staff to do?				
What special abilities do you need to do your job

Why is honesty the best company policy?

Have you befriended anyone in a different department?

Are your comapany's facilities adapted for disabled people?

Does your boss set achievable goals?

What has been your company's greatest achievement so far?
Do you have a good friendship with your workmates?
What does the expression “sometimes you have to be cruel to be kind” mean?
What sort of culture differences could be considered impolite?
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WORD TRANSFORMATION:

Socialising at work

The conversations people have at work are not always about work. It is appropriate at certain times to socialise, or
talk to other people about non-work-related things. Just like socializing with friends, co-workers and managers are
1. ........................... (expect) to socialize with one another.
Socialising at work helps 2. ........................... (strong) workplace relationships. Socialising means talking about
topics that are more personal, or things happening in everyday life outside of work. This helps people get to know
one another on a personal level. For example, talking to a manager about the football game last night or talking to
a co-worker about what you did over the weekend.
Socialising with people at work is different from socialising with friends and family. Some people have very
outgoing personalities. Socialising with people at work comes easily to them. Others may not feel as comfortable
socialising with people at work. Understanding the need to socialise effectively can help you to be
3. ........................... (succeed) in the workplace.

Socialising with Managers
Some people might find it hard or uncomfortable to socialize with their manager. The difference in status, or rank
at work can result in a social obstacle and 4. ........................... (wide) the social gap, making conversation more
difficult. It’s important to try to socialize with whoever is in charge and build a relationship with them, nobody
wants to work with someone is is 5. ........................... (social). Try to learn about the manager’s interests. Finding
topics that the manager is interested in is a good place to start.
No matter how comfortable one becomes with the manager, they should always be 6. ........................... (respect)
when talking to them. Use language that is appropriate for the workplace. Talk about topics that are not offensive
or inappropriate in any way. Even when not talking about work ones should still try to leave a good impression.

Socializing with Coworkers
Socializing with coworkers helps strengthen the quality of workplace relationships. Strong relationships enable the
team to work better together. Coworkers who communicate well about non-work matters are more likely to collaborate on work effectively. Coworkers will also feel free and open in their work conversations. Strong relationships
have a 7. ........................... (benefit) effect both on the workers and the company

Socializing with Customers
If a job requires interacting with customers it is important to be able to talk about both business and non-business
related topics. Customers like to feel as if they are working with a real person. 8. ........................... (conscious)
trust and bond with customers by getting to know them. Much like socializing with a manager, avoid topics that
are too personal or inappropriate. Let the customer do most of the talking, let them reveal their interests and concerns and give them 9. ........................... (encourage). This translates into a better experience for the customer and
the employee.
It is important to build workplace relationships but it is not always appropriate in the workplace. Socialising too
frequently can prevent people from getting their work done. Socialising at the wrong times can leave a bad impression. There is a strong 10. ........................... (like) that coworkers or managers may start to view people that
socialise too often as lazy or incompetent so look for a happy medium and enjoy your worklife.
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Do you ever socialise with your coworkers outside of office hours?
Do you consider yourself a sociable person at work?
How to you think sociability in the workplace fosters performance?
Do you socialise with your superior?
Do you socialise with customers?
What company events promote socialising among staff?
How do you think the company could improve its current social protocols?
What are the dangers of becoming over-sociable with customers?
Which positions in your company require a particularly sociable demeanor?
How do you personally try to be sociable with your coworkers?
- What are your icebreakers?
Have you ever regretted being too sociable in a business context?
How accessible are your top managers?
Do you socialise with people from other departments?
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Collocations and phrases
Allow sb. to do sth.		
permitir que alg. haga algo
Prevent sb. from doing sth.		
impedir que alg. haga algo
To be in the mood for doing sth. estar de humor para hacer algo
What a pity				que lástima
Keep a promise			
mantener una promesa
To make a fuss
		
quejarse/montar un escándalo
To get on someone’s nerves		
molestar a alguien
It’s up to you		
		
es tu decisión
Does your boss allow you to have a coffee whenever you want?
Are you allowed to smoke anywhere on the premises?
Would a cold prevent you from going to work?
Are you in the mood for talking to your coworkers first thing in the morning?
Do you think it's a pity we don't send faxes any more?
How important is it to you to keep a promise?
What is the best way to deal with a customer who is making a fuss?
Are you outspoken about your feelings when someone at work gets on your
nerves?
What decisions do you wish were up to you at work?

Key word transformations

REPHRASING EXERCISE:
Rewrite the sentence using between 2 and 5 words including the word given.
Do not change the word given.
1. It wasn't my intention to miss the deadline.
TO
I .................................................................. miss the deadline.
2. My boss said it was my fault for not finishing the project on time.
ON My boss .................................................................. for not finishing the project on time.
3. The CEO was impressed by the performance of the new employee.
ON The new employee's .................................................................. CEO.
4. "I'm not working on Saturdays!" said the receptionist.
TO
The receptionist .................................................................. on Saturdays.
5. My brother is really proud of his new job as a security guard.
IN
My brother .................................................................. his new job as a security guard.
6. The police went with the executive to the meeting as a safety measure.
ACCOMPANIED The executive ..................................................... to the meeting as a safety measure.
7. Most people really want to start work after finishing their degrees.
KEEN Most people .................................................................. after finishing their degrees.
8. My company has the same name as the founder and his partner.
AFTER My company .................................................................. the founder and his partner .
9. Peter is really looking forward to his summer holiday after the product roll out.
WAIT Peter .................................................................. his summer holiday after the product roll out.
10. Jane said she didn't use my password to access the system
HAVING Jane .................................................................. my password to access the system.
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VOCABULARY
DREADFUL			BOSSY		

What can a dreadful service lead to?

terrible				mandón

Do you think bosses need to have a bossy nature?
Is clumsiness an innate part of a person's character?

CLUMSY			AFFORD
torpe				permitirse		

BREAKTHROUGH		

RELUCTANT

avance / descubrimiento

reacio

POSH				WELL OFF
pijo				pudiente

Do you think your company can afford to give you a rise?
- Do you deserve one?
Which breakthroughs has your company made in the
market?
When sort of decisions are you reluctant to make at work?
Did you use a posh accent during your last job interview?

HANDY			NASTY

Will you ever be well off working in your company?

útil				despreciable

Name a really handy app you use at work?

COSY				BOTHER

How do you handle nasty emails?

acogedor			molestarse

GATHER			FILTHY
recoger / juntar			

muy sucio

How have you made your workstation cosier?
What sort of noises bother you while you are working?
Do staff gather in the corridors in your company?

The Biggest Brother
No other reality show has ever witnessed ...................................... success in the

WORLD

same way as Big Brother. It was broadcast in 70 countries and had millions of
people hooked on the real-life, haphazard .................. of ordinary people and their

LIFE

emotional rollercoasters during their coexistence. The ......................... of a quarrel

LIKE

over who washes up or a new romance is almost guaranteed every night and with over
8 million ......................... in the UK alone, huge profits were made through product

VIEW

placements which caused a revolution in the ...................... industry.

ADVERTISE

The show has been the subject of severe criticism since its release due to the way
it humiliates the contestants by showing the best and worst of their personalities
although it has also ........................... many of them to reach international

ABLE

.......................... without having any "real" talent except their own personalities.

STAR

It just goes to show that treating people ...................... and losing your temper can be

POLITE

another way of making it to the top in the world of show business.
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PHRASAL VERBS
PUT OFF

CALL OFF		

STICK UP FOR

posponer/desalentar		cancelar		apoyar

LOOK FORWARD TO		

TURN TO		

COPE WITH

desear 				

obtener ayuda de

hacer frente a

TURN DOWN 		WORK OUT		

STEP IN

rechazar			solucionar		sustituir

What kind of things do you put off doing at work?
What sort of things could put you off accepting a job offer?
Have you ever called off an appointment with a client?
Would you stick up for your coworkers when your boss is wrongly accusing them of something?
Which times of year do you look forward to at work?
Who do you turn to in your department when your stuck?
How do you cope with occupational stress?
If your company offered to relocate you to north America, would you turn it down?
Do you think meetings are good ways of working out problems?
Who steps in for you when you are absent from work?
REPHRASING EXERCISE:
Rewrite the sentence using between 2 and 5 words including the word given.
1.
“Did you get through everything during the meeting?” Michael said to Jane.
ASKED
Michael .............................................................................. got through everything during the meeting.
2.

I was really bored by CTO's presentation yesterday.
FOUND
I .............................................................................. yesterday.

3.

I can’t wait to see how my colleagues react to my promotion.
FORWARD
I .............................................................................. how my colleagues react to my promotion.

4.

It was not a good idea for you to refuse that position in Boston.
DOWN
You should .............................................................................. that position in Boston.

5.

Mr Jones first started work here 2 months ago.
FOR
Mr Jones .............................................................................. 2 months now.

6.

While I was going to work, I had an accident.
WAY
I .............................................................................. to work when I had an accident.

7.

I hope you were not discouraged by Martin from going to the office party.
PUT
I hope Martin .............................................................................. going to the office party.

8.

“Do you feel like having a beer after work?” Mark said to colleague.
MOOD
Mark asked his colleague if she was .............................................................................. a beer after work.
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LISTENING
2: Working life in the UK
The Podcast – Boris

June 2007

Listen to an interview with Boris, a French professional working in the UK.
1

Which of the following facts are confirmed by the interview?







It was always Boris’ ambition to work in the UK.
Travel is a big part of Boris’ job.
Boris likes variety in his work.
He thinks there are fewer opportunities in the UK than in his country.
Boris finds it hard to explain why he came to the UK.
He says it is difficult to find a job in the UK.

Listen again and answer the following questions.
2

Fill in the gaps in the summary below:
Boris works for a consultancy that deals with __________ goods. He got his job
from an advert in the __________. Boris had to do __________ interviews to get
his current job. His employer wanted to test his __________ before giving him
the job. Boris sometimes gives advice to __________ and _________ about how
to get a job in the UK.

3

Boris describes three main elements to his job. What are they?
1.

____________________________________________

2.

____________________________________________

3.

____________________________________________

4

Employers often ask Boris one particular question at interview.
What is this question and how does Boris answer it?

5

According to Boris working in the UK compares favourably to working in his
country of origin. What does he like about working in the UK?

6

What does Boris mean when he says ‘you’ll be given an opportunity to prove
yourself’?

7

Boris talks about having a dream job that is very different from his actual work. If
you could do any job at all what would your dream job be? Work with a partner
and discuss what your dream jobs would be and why?

Why not try out the careers test on this web site to see whether you are suited to
your
job current
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/onelife/work/what_job/values.shtml
How did
youdream
get your
job?

Did you have to adapt to a new company culture?
This page has been downloaded from www.businessenglishonline.net.

How much
variety does
position
It is photocopiable,
butyou
all copies
must beoffer?
complete pages.
© Macmillan Publishers Limited 2007

Does you job live up to the expectations you had after the interview(s)?
Do you feel you have to 'prove yourself' at work?
What would your dream job look like
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PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
IN ARREARS		
(tiempo) vencido		

IN ADVANCE
con antelación

IN CHARGE OF		
a cargo de			

IN STOCK
por medio de

OUT OF THE BLUE
de la nada			

ON HOLD
en espera

ON THE WHOLE		
en general			

IN WRITING
por escrito

Do you get paid monthly in arrears or in advance?
- What sort of professions get paid in advance?
Which department is in charge of coming up with new innovative products?
Does your company have a large stock of its products or do you employ the Japanese "just in time" (JIT) method?
When was the last time your boss asked you to do something different out of the blue?
How do you put someone on hold when they call you?
On the whole, do you have a good balance between your work life and your private life?
If you want to resign, do you just tell your boss?

WRITING : Email
The average office worker receives around 80 emails each day. With that volume of mail, individual messages
can easily get overlooked. Follow these simple rules to get your emails noticed and acted upon.
1. Don't overcommunicate by email.
2. Make good use of subject lines.
3. Keep messages clear and brief.
4. Be polite.
5. Check your tone.
6. Proofread.
LEAD MAGNET PROMOTION EMAIL
A lead magnet is a marketing term for a free item or service that is given away for the purpose of gathering
contact details; for example, lead magnets can be trial subscriptions, samples, e-newsletters and free
consultations. Marketers use lead magnets to create sales leads.
•
•
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Write a lead magnet promotion email to your list of subscribers to encourage them to sign up for a new
lead magnet.
Don't forget to include a compelling subject line

Grammar: Inversions
Grammar

It is very common in English, especially formal, to use inversions.
This means that we put an auxiliary verb before the subject as we do when we form the
interrogative.
Eg. Not only does she sing well, but she can dance like a pro as well!

The verb in this sentence is in the Simple Present third person tense therefore we must use
the auxiliary verb "does" before the subject.

Here are the most common negative adverb inversions:
1. Not only + aux + subject.... but (also)...
2. Rarely/seldom + aux + subject		
3. Never + aux + subject			
4. Little + aux + subject			
5. No sooner + aux + subject ... than ...
6. On no account + aux + subject		
7. Under no circumstances + aux + subject
8. In no way + aux + subject			

Eg. Not only would I like some cake, but I would like some tea too.
Eg. Rarely do I visit my home town any more.
Eg. Never have I seen such an ugly building!
Eg. Little did I know, there was a policeman standing behind me.
Eg. No sooner had I arrived than I realised I had lost my phone.
Eg. On no account are you allowed to smoke on the premesis.
Eg. Under no circumstances can you borrow my new car.
Eg. In no way should young children be exposed to such violence.

We can also replace "if" with an inversion to make our conditional sentences more formal or emphatic:
Type 1: Should you want to see him, please make an appointment.
Type 2: Were you to leave earlier, you would be there in time for the start of the conference.
Type 3: Had the witness not come forward, the accused would have surely been found guilty.
Change these sentences to negative adverbial inversions:
1. We rarely speak to customers in French.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
2. I had no idea he didn't get the promotion.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
3. You absolutely mustn't smoke on the premises.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
4. As soon as the audit had finished we started preparing for the next one.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
5. If we had calibrated the machine first, none of this would have happened.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
6. We deliver your items withing 24 hours and we also offer a money back guarantee.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
7. We never outsourced our accounting department due to the high costs involved.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
8. If we recruited a sytems engineer, we would be able to have better traceability.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
9. No one is allowed into the warehouse with a permit.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
10. We manufacture the electrical components and the structure at our headquarters in Spain.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
ACQUAINTED WITH STH./SB.

COPE WITH				

LACK OF STH.

conocer / estar familiarizado con

hacer frente				

no tener

(TAKE NO) NOTICE OF SB.		

NEED FOR				

PRAISE SB. FOR STH.

(no) prestar atención

necesidad por				

elogiar a alguien por algo

		

RELATED TO				SENSITIVE TO				UPSET ABOUT
relacionado con				sensible a				molesto

WARN SB. ABOUT STH.		

WORTHY OF 				

SPLIT INTO 			

advertir a alguien de algo 		

merecedor de 				

dividirse en

PRONE TO (DO STH.)		

HAPPEN TO				

FLEE FROM

propenso a 				por casualidad				huir de

Are you acquainted with the all the executives of your company?
How do you cope with your daily stress levels?
What can cause a general lack of motivation in the workplace?
Is there anything your colleagues do that you take no notice of?
What is there a desperate need for in your company?
How often do your superiors praise you for doing something well?
- How important is praise?
Is what you do now related to what you wanted to be when you were younger?
How sensitive are you to critisism?
Do you get upset about little things and then regret it?
What would you warn a newcomer to your company about?
Is your company worthy of a 5 star Google rating?
- What about your department?
Has your company been split into subdivisions since it was founded?
Are you prone to having days off sick?
Did you happen to find your current job on the internet?
Is the customer always right or should you flee from some customers?
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Collocations and phrases
Take sth. for granted		
I could do with		
To be bound to			
Take advantage of sth.		
Make the most of sth. 		
To have a go at sth. 		
Make up your mind		
Change your mind			

dar algo por hecho
me vendría bien
es muy probable
aprovechar algo
sacar el máximo provecho
probar a hacer algo
decidirse
cambia de opinión

What kind of perks do you take for granted in your company?
Could your company do with changing some processes?
Do you think companies like Amazon are bound to be around in ten years' time?
How do you take advantage of your free time to mitigate your stress levels?
Do you think you make the most of your time at work or could you do better?
Would you like to have a go at working in another departmente for a week?
Is decision making a slow process at work or do people make up their minds quickly?
If you could turn back the clock, would you change your mind about your choice of career?

Competition
Customers might not think about competition when they’re walking through the grocery store or making an
online purchase, but it happens to (1) ............. a cornerstone of business and the free economy that impacts every
single thing that’s bought and sold. Technically, competition consists of the cumulative force of actions
(2) ...................... by companies that are designed to improve their market standing, sales, and ultimately, profits.
But really, competition is simply what allows businesses to try and get ahead of each (3) ......................., and consumers to get the best possible value.
Like many business ideas, competition is best explained through an example. Imagine that a company opens a profitable retail location and sells bread at an enormous profit. After another company notices all the profits that are
(4) .................. made through bread sales in this neighborhood, they may open a store of their own and undercut
the competition, or sell similar items or services for lower prices. The first company may respond (5) ............ lowering their own prices so they sell more bread to their former customers, who are presumably buying the cheaper
bread, and the end result is much cheaper bread for consumers. In this way, businesses going head-to-head benefits
customers.
Reverse competition, or the tendency of some businesses to purchase items that are being sold below market value
and reprice them, is also a business practice that is (6) .................... considering. Imagine that a bread company,
to limit the success of other businesses, sells their bread that has a value of five dollars per loaf elsewhere for one
dollar per loaf. (7) ............................. of being pushed out of the market, a competing business could recognize the
discrepancy between the bread’s value and its sale price, and then proceed to purchase all the first company’s bread
for one dollar and resell it for two dollars with their (8) ............................... label or brand.
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Man and machine
LESSON 3

What is an accurate way of measuring processes?
What is the aim of in-company training?

Does you company use motors in its products?
- Can you explain how?

VOCABULARY
ACCURATE			AIM
preciso				objetivo

Where do you see the combustion engine in 10 years?
Has your company ever received an award for something?
Does your company reward you for complying with dead-

MOTOR			ENGINE
motor (electrico)			

motor (combus.)

AWARD			REWARD

lines or creative ideas? How?
What occur if you consistently arrive late for work?

premio/otorgar			recompensa

How can fake news affect your company?

OCCUR			FAKE

Has your company ever made a failed attempt to market a

ocurrir				falsificación

product?
How many working hours do you put in on average per
week?
Do you ever wonder about your possible promotion?
How long do you intend to stay at your company?
What aspect of your job are you most fond of?
Are you keen on social activities outside working hours?

ATTEMPT			AVERAGE
intentar/intento			media

WONDER			INTEND
preguntarse			

tener la intención

FOND OF 			

KEEN ON

gustar algo			

gustar algo

PHRASAL VERBS
BREAK DOWN

CARRY OUT			

CARRY ON

averiarse			llevar a cabo			continuar

COME UP WITH		

FIND OUT			

TURN INTO

ocurrirse			averiguar/descubrir		convertirse en

PLUG IN 			

CATCH ON			

STAND FOR

enchufar			

captar/ponerse de moda

representar

What can make a process break down where you work?
What sort of tasks are you not keen on carrying out but have to?
Would you carry on working in a company knowing that there is no place for personal growth?
If you come up with an idea to improve an aspect of your job, can you freely implant it without permission?
What have you found out about your company that you didn't know when you first started?
Would you like to see your company turn into the next Google?
- Why?
Do you ever have to plug your phone in at work due to constant use?
Do you think working from home will catch on post-pandemic?
- What are the advantages?
Do you know what the incoterms C.I.F or F.O.B. stand for?
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VOCABULARY
STRAIGHTFORWARD		

TRICKY

fácil/sencillo			complicado

FUNNY			DAUNTING
extraño/divertido		 sobrecogedor

DREAD			FLOP
temer				fracaso

How straightforward are your company's processes?
What is the trickiest part of your job?
Do you ever have a funny feeling about somebody and
then you see them or hear from them?
Would you find working in another country daunting?
Do you secretly dread giving presentations at work?
What kind of business would be a flop nowadays?
Have there been any positive outcomes from the pandemic for your company?

OUTCOME			ELSEWHERE

Before getting your current job did you apply elsewhere?

resultado			

Apart from your phone, which device do you use the

en otro lugar

DEVICE			CHARGE
aparato electrónico		

cargar/cobrar

ECONOMICAL		 OVERWHELM
barato				agobiar

DRAG 			RECKON
arrastrar			pensar (inf.)

most at work?
Are you reluctant to have an electric car because of the
time it takes to charge?
Would you say that your company provides an
economical service or product compared with its
competitors?
Does your workload sometimes overwhelm you?
- How do you cope?
Do you drag and drop files or copy and paste?
Why do you reckon your company is successful?

Collocations and phrases
Succeed in doing sth.		
lograr hacer algo
Manage to do sth. 		
lograr hacer algo
Fail to do sth. 			
no poder hacer algo
Upside down 			al revés
In the habit of doing sth.		
acostumbrado a hacer algo
Call it a day 			dar por finalizado
Make do with 			conformarse
Do without 			prescindir de
How do companies like Coca-Cola manage to market their toxic product as 'real' or 'happiness in a can'?
Why do you think the social network TikTok has succeeded in becoming so popular for professionals?
Why have companies like Hertz failed to survive during the pandemic?
Upside down marketing means turning your ex-customers into your best customers, how can you do this?
Is your company in the habit of changing its internal policies continually?
Does your boss ever call it a day and let you go home earlier than normal?
Could you make do with a laptop and a phone to carry out your job?
Outsourcing is the concept of contracting externally different processes of a company, which ones could your
company do without and be more efficient if they were outsourced?
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Reading:
Customer service: problem solving
Informing a Customer that an Ordered Item Isn’t Available
As any industry specialist will attest to, the business

Mrs. Davis: Really? I was hoping to have my stuff here

world is naturally unpredictable; unforeseen obstacles

on the scheduled delivery date—I was planning on it.

and dilemmas are common, and can affect even the

Customer support: I understand, and I wholeheartedly

best-prepared individuals. Accordingly, it’s how one

apologize for the inconvenience. We’ve already spoken

responds to unexpected business setbacks that defines

with our supplier, and the earliest we can deliver your

his or her career.

current order is next Thursday. Will that work?

The importance and prevalence of phone calls in

Mrs. Davis: Thank you for your apology, but I really

business has been detailed in previous lessons, but the

need the order here by this Friday. I might have to

process of using a phone call to inform a client of an

purchase through another company.

order mishap has not.

Customer support: Your business means a lot to us,

In short, in the situation that an item (or items) ordered

Mrs. Davis, and to meet your schedule’s needs, I can

by a customer is unavailable and/or cannot be delivered

offer you a similar product—in fact, a newer model that

as scheduled, it’s the duty of the business professional

we briefly discussed when you were ordering—to be

responsible for overseeing the transaction to promptly

delivered by this Friday at no additional cost, as we have

call this customer and fill him or her in. Phone calls

it in stock. I can also offer you a full refund, if you’d

are the best form of communication in this instance,

like.

as they are inherently personal and demonstrate focus

Mrs. Davis: Really? That’d be great—the other product,

and compassion. Moreover, high-quality customer care

that is. Thank you so much for getting this worked out!

is arguably the most significant part of a successful

I don’t know what I’d do without the item!

company-client relationship.

Customer support: It’s my pleasure. I’ll have one of our

Consider the following example, wherein a customer

delivery professionals contact you soon.

support professional contacts a client to inform her that

Mrs. Davis: Fantastic. Thanks again!

her order cannot be fulfilled as was initially planned:

It should be expected that customers, when informed

Customer support: Hello, Mrs. Davis? This is Todd

that their order will not be fulfilled, will be upset—in

Jasper from LDT Appliances, how are you doing?

fact, something would be wrong if they weren’t upset!

Mrs. Davis: I’m doing well, thank you for asking. How

But, if customer support professionals remain calm and

can I help you? Customer support: I’m calling in regards

courteous during the corresponding conversation, the

to the order you placed last week. Unfortunately, we

situation can be resolved and a solution that works for

encountered an unexpected delay from one of our

everyone involved can be reached.

suppliers, and we won’t be able to deliver your product
as scheduled.
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1. What should a business professional do if an order cannot be fulfilled as scheduled?
a Nothing - wait for the customer to call
b Cancel the transaction immediately
c Contact the customer by phone and explain the situation, with the goal of reaching a helpful solution
d Order the same item from another company at a loss
2. What is the typical tone of customers faced with an unexpected order delay?
a Happy
b Frustrated
c Relieved
d Excited
3. If a client is uninterested in receiving his or her order with a delay, what should the customer support professional do?
a Hang up the phone
b Offer a full refund
c Offer a similar product
d Apologise but make it clear that it's not your company's fault
4. What are the main benefits of reliable customer support?
a Trust among clients and an enhanced business reputation
b There are no benefits of reliable customer support
c Much larger profits in a matter of minutes
d None of the above
5. What tone should be used by customer support professionals calling a client to tell him or her about an order
delay?
a One that’s professional, direct, and caring
b One that’s inattentive
c One that’s annoyed
d One that’s overjoyed
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Reading - Gapped Text
Visit To A Sweets Factory
Today I am visiting a sweets factory, a building squeezed (1) ......... a railway line and a canal.
(2) . ........ I watch, trucks filled with sugar arrive at the factory where this family-owned company has been making sweets for some 80 years.

Being in a factory (3) ......... this one is exactly (4) ......... children dream of. I am staring at huge vats of sticky
liquid (5) ......... eventually ends up as mouth-watering sweets. Every now (6) ......... then I see a factory worker
in a white coat put a sweet into her mouth.

Ailsa Kelly, granddaughter of the company owner, remembers visiting the factory as (7) ......... child with her
grandfather. 'He would take me onto the factory floor and introduce me,' she says.'He told me, "You may work
here some day." And indeed, she has, continuously, (8) ......... 1999. The sense of family is (9) ......... of the
reasons employees are remarkably loyal to the company.
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Reading part 3 - word formation

Job Interviews

Most people feel rather (1) .......... when they go for an interview for a new job. This is NERVE
not surprising as getting a job one wants is important.
People being interviewed expect the interviewers to be (2) .......... , matching an appli- OBJECT
cant against a job (3) .......... . However, what often happens in reality is that the

DESCRIBE

interviewers make (4) .......... that are little more than reactions to the

DECIDE

(5) .......... of the applicant.

PERSON

Even skilled interviewers may, without realising it, (6) .......... favour

CONSCIOUS

people who make them feel at (7) .......... . With this in mind, if you go for an interview EASY
you should try to make a good impression from the start by presenting the interviewers with the very best version of yourself,
emphasising the (8) .......... of skills you have. You must appear very positive and as

VARY

(9) .......... as possible. It is for you to convince the interviewers that you are definitely ENTHUSIASM
the most suitable person for the job.
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LISTENING 3: Living and Working in China
Listen to the interview with Michael.
1. Answer the following questions.
a) How long did Michael live and work in China?
b) Where is Michael from?
c) Did he have a positive or negative experience of living and working in China?
Listen again and complete the following.
Decide if the following are true (T) or false (F).
d) Michael taught secondary school students in China.
e) Michael needed two qualifications to teach in China.
f ) Michael worked in four different areas of China.
3 Tick the differences between China and the West that Michael mentions.
g) language 					k) nightlife
h) fashion 					
l) tipping in restaurants
i) saying 'no' 					
m) music
j) 'please' and 'thank you' 			
n) the way people drive
Answer the following questions.
o) What does Michael say is like being a child again?
p) What would Michael do if he didn't know what a sign on a shop was?
q) What is it polite to do when meeting a businessperson for the first time?
r) How did waiters and waitresses react when Michael left tips?

What advice would you give someone travelling to and working in your country
regarding customs and habits?
Decide if you agree or disagree with the following statement.
'In ten years' time we will all have to learn to speak Chinese.'
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WORD FORMATION
VERB

reward
like
believe
impress

NOUN

ADJECTIVE

science /
scientist
reward

scientific

likelihood/
likeness
(dis)belief/
believer
impression

(un)like

ADVERB
scientifically

rewarding
(un)likely

(un)believable
impressive

impressively

Do your company´s products need scientific proof of their safety?
What is the most rewarding part of your job?
- How could it be more rewarding?
What is the likelihood of your promotion in the next 12 months?
- How could you improve your chances?
Is your company more likely to develop a new product next or improve an existing one?
How is your company unlike its competitors?
How believable are your companies claims regarding its products?
What aspect of your company has made the biggest impression on you?

VOCABULARY
INSIST ON			NARROW
insistir				estrechar/estrecho

WIDE				GAIN

Does your company insist on a dress code?
What are the problems with narrowing profit margins to
lower prices?
How can companies widen the gap between themselves
and their competitors?

ancho				ganar

How can people gain knowledge of your company's

SEEK				SEVERAL

Do you seek to continuously improve your skills?

buscar				varios

products?
Do you spend several hours doing overtime a week?

UBIQUITOUS			WIDESPREAD

What is the most ubiquitous brand in your market?

extendido			extendido

How widespread is your company's products in the

REMARKABLE			RELENTLESS

domestic marketplace?

notable				incansable

How do you cope with receiving relentless messages?

RELINQUISH			BRIEF
renunciar			breve

SENSIBLE

		

SENSITIVE

sensato				sensible

What would you find most difficult to relinquish if you
had to relocate to a foreign branch?
Give me three sentences with 'brief' in the context of a
meeting, please.
What is the most sensible way to ask for a pay rise?
How sensitive are you towards critisism of your work? 31

